A semitotal dominating set of a graph G with no isolated vertex is a dominating set D of G such that every vertex in D is within distance two of another vertex in D. The minimum size γ t2 (G) of a semitotal dominating set of G is squeezed between the domination number γ(G) and the total domination number γ t (G).
Introduction
Two of the most studied parameters in graph theory are the domination number and the total domination number. Recall that a dominating set of a graph G is a subset D ⊆ V (G) such that each vertex in V (G) \ D is adjacent to a vertex in D. The domination number γ(G) is the minimum size of a dominating set of G. A total dominating set (TD-set for short) of a graph G with no isolated vertex is a dominating set D of G such that every vertex in D is adjacent to another vertex in D. The total domination number γ t (G) is the minimum size of a TD-set of G. Dominating sets and total dominating sets are the subjects of several monographs [29, 30, 32] .
The relaxed notion of semitotal dominating set was introduced by Goddard et al. [25] . A semitotal dominating set (semi-TD-set for short) of a graph G with no isolated vertex is a dominating set D of G such that every vertex in D is within distance two of another vertex in D. In this case, we say that every vertex has a witness: given a dominating set D of G and v ∈ D, a witness for v with respect to D is a vertex w ∈ D such that d(v, w) ≤ 2. In other words, a dominating set D is a semi-TD-set if and only if every vertex in D has a witness with respect to D. The semitotal domination number γ t2 (G) is the minimum size of a semi-TD-set of G. It immediately follows from the definitions that if G is a graph with no isolated vertex, then γ(G) ≤ γ t2 (G) ≤ γ t (G).
Goddard et al. [25] showed that SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET is NP-complete. This is the problem of deciding, given a graph G and an integer k, whether γ t2 (G) ≤ k. A systematic study on the computational complexity of SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET was initiated by Henning and Pandey [31] . They showed that the problem is NP-complete when restricted to the following graph classes: bipartite graphs, chordal bipartite graphs, planar graphs and split graphs. They also considered the minimisation version of SEMI-TOTAL DOMINATING SET. Note that in this paper we denote the decision version and the minimisation version of a given problem by the same name. They showed that SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET has the same approximation hardness as the well-known SET COVER: it is not approximable within (1 − ε) ln n, for any ε > 0, unless NP ⊆ DTIME(n O(log log n) ). On the other hand, using the natural greedy algorithm for SET COVER, they showed that it is in APX for graphs with bounded degree. Moreover, it is APX-complete for bipartite graphs with maximum degree 4 and, on the positive side, they showed that it is solvable in O(n 2 ) time for interval graphs. In Section 3, we provide the following approximation lower bounds for SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET. It is not approximable within 1.00013956, unless P = NP, even when restricted to subcubic line graphs of bipartite graphs. Moreover, it is APX-complete when restricted to cubic graphs and to subcubic bipartite graphs. The latter result is obtained by studying the effect of odd subdivisions on the semitotal domination number. Our results answer a question by Henning and Pandey [31] on the complexity of SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET restricted to subcubic graphs.
In Section 4, we introduce a graph transformation allowing to reduce SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET to TOTAL DOMINATING SET. More specifically, from a given graph G, we construct the transformed graph G ′ by first adding a true twin for each vertex of G and then adding edges between vertices of G at distance 2 (in particular, G ′ contains a copy of G 2 ). We then show that γ t2 (G) = γ t (G ′ ) and that a minimum semi-TD-set of G can be obtained from a minimum TD-set of G ′ in linear time. The class of graphs with bounded maximum induced matching width (mim-width for short) appears to behave well with respect to some domination problems, such as DOMINATING SET and TOTAL DOMINATING SET. Mim-width is a parameter introduced by Vatshelle [53] and measuring how easy it is to decompose a graph along vertex cuts inducing a bipartite graph with small maximum induced matching size. Combining results in [6, 12] , it is known that (σ, ρ)-domination problems (a class of graph problems including DOMINATING SET and TOTAL DOMINATING SET introduced by Telle and Proskurowski [52] ) can be solved in O(n w ) time, assuming a decomposition tree with mim-width w is provided as part of the input. Even though deciding the mim-width of a graph is NP-hard in general and not in APX unless NP = ZPP [50] , Belmonte and Vatshelle [6] showed that it is possible to find decomposition trees of constant mim-width in polynomial time for the following classes of graphs: permutation graphs, convex graphs and their complements, interval graphs and their complements, (circular k-) trapezoid graphs, circular permutation graphs, Dilworth-k graphs, k-polygon graphs, circular arc graphs and complements of d-degenerate graphs. Another class allowing polynomial-time algorithms for some domination problems is that of dually chordal graphs, a superclass of interval graphs [9] . However, it should be remarked that dually chordal graphs do not have bounded mim-width [45] .
In Section 5, we provide a polynomial-time algorithm for SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET restricted to graphs with bounded mim-width. In view of the reduction from Section 4, we show that graphs with bounded mim-width are closed under the transformation therein and we rely on polynomial-time algorithms for TOTAL DOMINATING SET restricted to graphs with bounded mim-width. Our result answers two questions in [31] on the complexity of SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET for bipartite permutation graphs and convex bipartite graphs, two subclasses of chordal bipartite graphs having bounded mim-width.
In Section 6, we show that also the class of dually chordal graphs is closed under the transformation above. Unfortunately, in this case, we cannot rely on any polynomial-time algorithm for TOTAL DOMINAT-ING SET restricted to this class (the algorithm provided in [40] does not seem to be correct) and we leave the determination of the complexity status of SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET and TOTAL DOMINATING SET for dually chordal graphs as an open problem.
A class of graphs G is monogenic if it is defined by a single forbidden induced subgraph, i.e. G = Free(H), for some graph H. Korobitsin [37] showed that DOMINATING SET is decidable in polynomial time if H is an induced subgraph of P 4 + tK 1 , for t ≥ 0, and NP-complete otherwise. In Section 7, combining results of Section 3 with existing ones, we obtain complexity dichotomies in monogenic classes for SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET and TOTAL DOMINATING SET. It turns out that the complexities of DOMINATING SET, SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET, TOTAL DOMINATING SET and CONNECTED DOMINATING SET all agree when restricted to monogenic classes. Since γ(G) ≤ γ t2 (G) ≤ γ t (G), for any graph G with no isolated vertex, it is natural to ask for which graphs equalities hold. In Section 8, we show that the graphs attaining either of the two equalities are unlikely to have a polynomial characterisation. Indeed, it is NP-complete to recognise the graphs such that γ t2 (G) = γ t (G) and those such that γ(G) = γ t2 (G), even if restricted to be planar and with maximum degree at most 4. Therefore, it makes sense to study the class of graphs obtained by further requiring equality for every induced subgraph. Graphs for which the equality between certain domination parameters holds for every induced subgraph received considerable attention (see, e.g., [4, 13, 28, 51, 55] ). We provide forbidden induced subgraph characterisations for the graphs heriditarily satisfying γ t2 = γ t and γ = γ t2 , where
if G has a dominating vertex, i.e. a vertex adjacent to all the other vertices; γ t2 (G) otherwise.
This variation in the definition of γ t2 is motivated by the fact that if G has no isolated vertex and contains a dominating vertex, then γ(G) = 1 but γ t2 (G) = 2. Our characterisations have been independently obtained by Haynes and Henning [28] but the proofs we provide have the nice feature of being considerably shorter.
Preliminaries
In this paper we consider only finite simple graphs. Given a graph G, we usually denote its vertex set by V (G) and its edge set by E(G).
Neighbourhoods and degrees. For a vertex
is the number of edges incident to v in G. A k-vertex is a vertex of degree k. We refer to a 3-vertex as a cubic vertex and to a 0-vertex as an isolated vertex. The maximum degree ∆(G) of G is the quantity max {d
If all the vertices of G have the same degree k, then G is k-regular and a cubic graph is a 3-regular graph.
Two subsets X and Y of V (G) with X ∩Y = ∅ are complete to each other if every vertex of X is adjacent to every vertex of Y .
Paths and cycles.
A path is a non-empty graph P = (V, E) with V = {x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x k } and E = {x 0 x 1 , x 1 x 2 , . . . , x k−1 x k }, and where the x i 's are all distinct. The vertices x 0 and x k are linked by P and they are called the ends of P . The length of a path is its number of edges and the path on n vertices is denoted by P n . We refer to a path P by a natural sequence of its vertices: P = x 0 x 1 · · · x k . Such a path P is a path between x 0 and x k , or a x 0 , x k -path. If P = x 0 · · · x k is a path and k ≥ 2, the graph with vertex set V (P ) and edge set E(P ) ∪ {x k x 0 } is a cycle. The cycle on n vertices is denoted by C n .
The distance d G (u, v) from a vertex u to a vertex v in a graph G is the length of a shortest path between u and v. If u and v are not linked by any path in G, we set d G (u, v) = ∞. Given two subsets X and Y of V (G), the distance from X to Y is the quantity d G (X, Y ) = min x∈X,y∈Y d G (x, y), i.e. it is the minimum length of a path between a vertex in X and a vertex in Y . The disk centered at z of radius r is the set
The girth of a graph containing a cycle is the length of a shortest cycle and a graph with no cycle has infinite girth.
Graph operations. Given a graph G = (V, E) and V ′ ⊆ V , the operation of deleting the set of vertices
The union of simple graphs G and H is the graph G ∪ H with vertex set V (G) ∪ V (H) and edge set E(G) ∪ E(H). If G and H are disjoint, their union is denoted by G + H and the union of k (disjoint) copies of G is denoted by kG. A k-subdivision of G is the graph obtained from G by adding k new vertices for each edge of G, i.e. each edge is replaced by a path of length k + 1.
Graph classes and special graphs. If a graph does not contain induced subgraphs isomorphic to graphs in a set Z, it is Z-free and the set of all Z-free graphs is denoted by Free(Z). A class of graphs is hereditary if it is closed under deletions of vertices. It is well-known and easy to see that a class of graphs X is hereditary if and only if it can be defined by a set of forbidden induced subgraphs, i.e. X = Free(Z) for some set of graphs Z.
A complete graph is a graph whose vertices are pairwise adjacent and the complete graph on n vertices is denoted by K n . A triangle is the graph K 3 . A graph G is r-partite, for r ≥ 2, if its vertex set admits a partition into r classes such that every edge has its endpoints in different classes. 2-partite graphs are usually called bipartite. A split graph is a graph whose vertices can be partitioned into a clique and an independent set (see below for the definitions of clique and independent set). The minimal set of forbidden induced subgraphs for the class of split graphs is {2K 2 , C 4 , C 5 }. A cograph is defined recursively as follows: K 1 is a cograph, the disjoint union of cographs is a cograph, the complement of a cograph is a cograph. The class of cographs coincides with that of P 4 -free graphs.
Graph parameters. A set of vertices or edges of a graph is minimum with respect to the property P if it has minimum size among all subsets having property P. The term maximum is defined analogously. In this paper we often consider the following parameters of a graph G.
An independent set of a graph is a set of pairwise non-adjacent vertices. A clique of a graph is a set of pairwise adjacent vertices. A matching of a graph is a set of pairwise non-incident edges. A vertex cover of a graph is a subset of vertices containing at least one endpoint of every edge. The size of a minimum vertex cover of G is denoted by β(G). Clearly, S ⊆ V (G) is a vertex cover of G if and only if V (G) \ S is an independent set of G.
Monadic second-order logic of graphs. We refer to [35] for the definitions of tree-width and cliquewidth. Graphs of bounded tree-width are particularly interesting from an algorithmic point of view: many NP-complete problems can be solved in linear time for them. A celebrated algorithmic meta-theorem of Courcelle [16] provides a way to quickly establish that a certain problem is decidable in linear time on graphs of bounded tree-width: all (graph) problems expressible in monadic second-order logic with edge-set quantification are decidable in linear time on graphs of bounded tree-width, assuming a tree decomposition is given (see also [5] ). Moreover, for a fixed k, it is in fact possible to test in linear time whether a graph has tree-width at most k and, if so, to find a tree-decomposition with width at most k [8] .
Let us briefly recall that monadic second-order logic is an extension of first-order logic by quantification over sets. The language of monadic second-order logic of graphs (MSO 1 for short) contains the expressions built from the following elements:
• Variables x, y, . . . for vertices and X, Y, . . . for sets of vertices;
• Predicates x ∈ X and adj(x, y);
• Equality for variables, standard Boolean connectives and the quantifiers ∀ and ∃.
By considering edges and sets of edges as other sorts of variables and the incidence predicate inc(v, e), we obtain monadic second-order logic of graphs with edge-set quantification (MSO 2 for short).
A notion related to tree-width is that of clique-width. As shown by Courcelle and Olariu [17] , every graph of bounded tree-width has bounded clique-width but there are graphs of bounded clique-width having unbounded tree-width (for example, complete graphs). Therefore, clique-width can be viewed as a more general concept than tree-width. An important class of graphs having bounded clique-width is that of cographs: they have clique-width at most 2.
Similarly to tree-width, having bounded clique-width has interesting algorithmic implications. If a graph property is expressible in the more restricted MSO 1 , then Courcelle et al. [18] showed that it is decidable in linear time even for graphs of bounded clique-width, assuming a k-expression of the graph is explicitly given. On the other hand, for fixed k, Oum and Seymour [48] provided a polynomial-time algorithm that given a graph G either decides G has clique-width at least k + 1 or outputs a 2 3k+2 − 1-expression. Therefore, a graph property expressible in MSO 1 is decidable in polynomial time for graphs of bounded clique-width.
Approximation hardness. We refer the reader to [21, 54] for introductions to approximation hardness. Recall that an optimisation problem Π is a quadruple (I, S, c, opt), where I is the set of instances of Π, S(I) is the set of feasible solutions of an instance I ∈ I, the function c : I × S → N is the objective function and opt ∈ {max, min}. We denote by opt(I) the value opt{c(I, s) : s ∈ S(I)}.
Let Π = (I, S, c, min) and Π ′ = (I ′ , S ′ , c ′ , min) be two minimisation problems. We say that Π L-reduces to Π ′ if there exists a polynomial-time function f : I → I ′ and positive constants α and β such that for every instance I of Π the following hold:
• min(f (I)) ≤ α · min(I);
• For every feasible solution s ′ ∈ S ′ (f (I)), we can find in polynomial time a feasible solution s ∈ S(I)
Let 0 < α < β. A minimisation problem Π = (I, S, c, min) has an NP-hard gap [α, β] if there exist an NP-complete decision problem Λ = (I Λ , S Λ ) and a polynomial-time reduction f from Λ to Π such that, for every I ∈ I Λ , the following hold:
• If S Λ (I) = "yes", then min(f (I)) ≤ α;
• If S Λ (I) = "no", then min(f (I)) > β.
Lemma 1 (see [21] ). If Π is an optimisation problem with an NP-hard gap [α, β], for some 0 < α < β, then there is no β α -approximation algorithm for Π, unless P = NP.
A gap-preserving reduction from a minimisation problem Π = (I Π , S Π , c Π , min) to a minimisation problem Λ = (I Λ , S Λ , c Λ , min) is a function f mapping every instance of Π to an instance of Λ in polynomial time, together with constants α Π ≥ 1 and α Λ ≥ 1 and functions g Π and g Λ such that:
Similarly to Lemma 1, the following holds:
Lemma 2 (see [21] ). Suppose there exists a gap-preserving reduction from a minimisation problem Π = (I Π , S Π , c Π , min) to a minimisation problem Λ = (I Λ , S Λ , c Λ , min). If it is NP-hard to distinguish between those I ∈ I Π for which min(I) ≤ g Π (I) and those for which min(I) > α Π g Π (I), then it is NP-hard to distinguish between those f (I) ∈ I Λ for which min(f (I)) ≤ g Λ (f (I)) and those for which min(f (I)) > α Λ g Λ (f (I)). In particular, Λ is not approximable within α Λ , unless P = NP.
Approximation hardness
Henning and Pandey [31] showed that SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET has the same approximation hardness as the well-known SET COVER: SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET is not approximable within (1 − ε) ln n, for any ε > 0, unless NP ⊆ DTIME(n O(log log n) ). Note that the same inapproximability result holds for DOMINATING SET, TOTAL DOMINATING SET and CONNECTED DOMINATING SET [14] . On the other hand, using the natural greedy algorithm for SET COVER, Henning and Pandey [31] showed that SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET is in APX for graphs with bounded degree: it admits a 2 + 3 ln(∆ + 1) approximation algorithm for graphs with maximum degree ∆. Moreover, they showed that it is APX-complete for bipartite graphs with maximum degree 4 and asked whether the same holds for subcubic graphs.
In this section, we answer their question in the affirmative and provide approximation lower bounds for SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET when restricted to some subclasses of subcubic graphs. We begin by showing the following inapproximability result: Theorem 3. SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET is not approximable within 1.00013956, unless P = NP, even when restricted to subcubic line graphs of bipartite graphs.
Proof. We construct a gap-preserving reduction from DOMINATING SET restricted to subcubic graphs. Let G be an instance of this problem. Clearly, we may assume that G is a subcubic graph of order n without isolated vertices. We build a graph G ′ by replacing each vertex v of G with the gadget G v depicted in Figure 2 and by identifying edges incident to different gadgets and corresponding to the same e i ∈ E(G) (vertices of degree 1 or 2 are treated similarly). This means that the contraction of all the edges in the gadgets in G ′ results in the graph G.
, c i } naturally corresponds to the edge e i incident to v. Observe also that G ′ is subcubic and is in fact the line graph of the graph G ′′ obtained first by a 1-subdivision of G and then by replacing each vertex v of G with the gadget depicted in Figure 3 In the previous step, we have selected all the vertices x i of G x corresponding to x and so, by further selecting the five vertices of G v depicted in light gray in Figure 4 (b), we obtain a subset dominating each vertex of G v . Moreover, each newly selected vertex is within distance two of another newly selected vertex. This implies that D ′ is a semi-TD-set of size γ(G) + 5n and so
We first observe the following.
Observation 4. For each
We next prove the following claim:
′ (indices are taken modulo 3), as w i and u i are dominated. But then the witness of a i−1 and that of c i+1 are distinct (as D ′ ∩ {v i , w i , u i } = ∅) and different from v i−1 , v i+1 and any vertex of S i .
(a) Since by Observation 4 at least one vertex in S i belongs to D ′ and, by assumption,
Denoting by t the number of gadgets
Therefore, at least one vertex of {v 1 , v 2 , v 3 } is dominated by a vertex in a different gadget and since this vertex is of the form x i , for some x adjacent to v, we have that
For a given subcubic graph G of order n, Chlebík and Chlebíková [14] showed that it is NP-hard to decide whether γ(G) > 0.28792798n or γ(G) < 0.28719008n and so it is NP-hard to decide whether
. Therefore, by Lemma 2, there is no 1.00013956-approximation algorithm for SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET, unless P = NP, even when restricted to subcubic line graphs of bipartite graphs.
By slightly modifying the gadget used in the previous proof, we now show that SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET is APX-complete even when restricted to cubic graphs.
Theorem 5. SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET is APX-complete when restricted to cubic graphs.
Proof. Henning and Pandey [31] showed that SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET restricted to graphs with bounded degree belongs to APX. It is therefore enough to construct an L-reduction from DOMINATING SET restricted to cubic graphs, which is known to be APX-complete [3] . Let G be an instance of this problem with n vertices. We build a graph G ′ by replacing each vertex v of G with the gadget G v depicted in Figure 5 and by identifying edges incident to different gadgets and corresponding to the same e i ∈ E(G). This means that the contraction of all the edges in the gadgets in G ′ results in the graph G. ∈ D, there exists a vertex x ∈ D adjacent to v, say e 1 = xv. In the previous step, we have selected all the vertices x i of G x corresponding to x and so, by further selecting the vertices of G v depicted in light gray in Figure 6 (b), we obtain a subset dominating each vertex of G v . Moreover, each newly selected vertex is within distance two of another newly selected vertex. This implies that D ′ is a semi-TD-set of size γ(G)+17n and so
Conversely, let D ′ be a semi-TD-set of G ′ . We first observe the following:
• D ′ contains at least two vertices of each subgraph of G v of the form .
• For each i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, at least one vertex of We next prove the following claim:
Let us first show that
, as w i and u i are dominated. Moreover, the witness of a i−1 and that of c i+1 are distinct (as D ′ ∩ {u i , v i , w i } = ∅) and belong to neither S i nor to any subgraph of the form . Observation 6 then implies that
By the previous paragraph, we may assume that there exists i ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that D ′ ∩ {u i , v i , w i } = ∅. As mentioned above, this implies that {a i−1 , c i+1 } ⊆ D ′ and that the witness of a i−1 and that of c i+1 are distinct. Moreover, these witnesses are different from v i−1 , v i+1 , any vertex of S i and any vertex of a subgraph of the form . Therefore, since
, which proves our initial claim.
We can finally show that the construction introduced above gives rise to an L-reduction. Indeed, since G is cubic, we have that n ≤ 4γ(G) and so
, thus concluding the proof.
In the rest of this section, we show the APX-completeness of SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET when restricted to subcubic bipartite graphs. For this purpose, it is natural to consider the effect of odd subdivisions on the semitotal domination number. Clearly, replacing an edge of a graph with a path of length 4 increases the domination number by exactly one. A slightly more complicated analysis gives the following result on the effect of 5-subdivisions for the semitotal domination number:
Lemma 7. Let G be a graph and uv ∈ E(G). If G ′ is the graph obtained from G by replacing the edge uv with a path of length
Proof. Let uw 1 w 2 w 3 w 4 w 5 v be the path of length 6 in G ′ resulting from the subdivision of uv. Suppose first that D is a minimum semi-TD-set of G. We build a semi-TD-set of G ′ as follows (see Figure 7 ). If {u, v} ⊆ D, it is easy to see that D ∪ {w 2 , w 4 } is a semi-TD-set of G ′ of size γ t2 (G) + 2. Suppose now D contains exactly one of u and v, say without loss of generality
On the other hand, if there exists
Indeed, it is clearly a dominating set. Moreover, w 2 is a witness for u and w 5 is a witness for every vertex adjacent to v. Suppose finally D ∩ {u, v} = ∅. It is easy to see that D ∪ {w 2 , w 4 } is a semi-TD-set of G ′ of size γ t2 (G) + 2. Suppose now D ′ is a minimum semi-TD-set of G ′ . We first claim that by eventually adding one of u or v to D ′ \ {w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 , w 5 } we obtain a set D which is a semi-TD-set of G. Clearly, D is a dominating set of G, as u and v are the only vertices of G that can be dominated by a vertex w i (in particular, it must be i ∈ {1, 5}). Moreover, if a vertex w ∈ D ′ \ {w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 , w 5 } had a witness with respect to D ′ in {w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 , w 5 }, then either wu ∈ E(G), wv ∈ E(G), w = u or w = v. In either case, u or v is a witness for w with respect to D. Finally, it is easy to see that the eventually newly added vertex has a witness with respect to D.
Observe now that, since D ′ is a dominating set of G ′ , it contains at least two vertices of {w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 , w 5 }. If it contains at least three such vertices then, by eventually adding u or v to D ′ \ {w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 , w 5 }, we obtain a semi-TD-set of G of size at most γ t2 (G ′ ) − 2. We may therefore assume that D ′ contains exactly two vertices of {w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 , w 5 }.
If w 3 ∈ D ′ , then either u or v belongs to D ′ , for otherwise D ′ must contain at least three vertices of D, and it is easy to see that 
On the other hand, if {u,
Corollary 8. SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET is APX-complete when restricted to subcubic bipartite graphs.
Proof. We construct an L-reduction from SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET restricted to cubic graphs, which is APX-complete by Theorem 5. Given an instance G of this problem with n vertices and m edges, we build a subcubic bipartite graph G ′ by taking a 5-subdivision of G. By Lemma 7,
Moreover, by the proof of Lemma 7, given a semi-TD-set D ′ of G ′ we can find in polynomial time a semi-TD-set D of G such that
The reduction from SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET to TOTAL DOMINATING SET
In this short section, we introduce a graph transformation providing a polynomial-time reduction from SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET to TOTAL DOMINATING SET. In Sections 5 and 6 we will then observe that the class of graphs with bounded mim-width and the class of dually chordal graphs are both closed under this transformation. We remark that a similar strategy has been adopted in [40] in order to solve TOTAL DOMINATING SET for graph classes closed under addition of false twins by reducing it to DOMINATING SET. Given a graph G = (V, E), we construct the transformed graph G ′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) as follows. The vertex set V ′ of G ′ consists of two disjoint copies V 1 and V 2 of V . For a vertex v ∈ V and i ∈ {1, 2}, we denote by
. In addition, a vertex v 2 ∈ V 2 is adjacent to every vertex u 2 ∈ V 2 such that u ∈ N 2 G (v). In other words, G ′ is obtained from G by first adding a true twin for each vertex of G and then adding edges between vertices of G at distance 2. In particular,
We now show that we can efficiently obtain a minimum semitotal dominating set of G from a minimum total dominating set of G ′ :
Moreover, a minimum semitotal dominating set of G can be obtained from a minimum total dominating set of G ′ in linear time.
Proof. Consider a minimum semitotal dominating set S of G. We claim that
and every vertex in S ′ has a neighbour in S ′ , as S is a semitotal dominating set. Consider now v 1 ∈ V 1 . Either v ∈ S or there exists u ∈ S dominating v in G. In the former case, v 1 is dominated by v 2 in G ′ , while in the latter v 1 u 2 ∈ E ′ and u 2 ∈ S ′ by construction. Therefore, S ′ is a total dominating set of G ′ and γ t (G ′ ) ≤ γ t2 (G). Conversely, let S ′ be a minimum total dominating set of G ′ . Observe first that we can assume, without loss of generality, that v 1 and v 2 are not both in
′ . This implies that u ∈ S and uv ∈ E. On the other hand, if v 2 ∈ S ′ , there exists w ′ ∈ S ′ distinct from v 1 and such that w ′ v 2 ∈ E ′ . But w ′ is the copy of a vertex w ∈ V which by construction belongs to S and is at distance at most 2 from v. Therefore, S is a semitotal dominating set of G and γ t2 (G) ≤ γ t (G ′ ), thus concluding the proof of the first assertion.
Consider now the second assertion and let S ′ be a minimum total dominating set of G ′ . As long as there exist v 1 and v 2 both in S ′ , we update
, and return the set S = {v ∈ V : {v 1 , v 2 } ∩ S ′ = ∅}. By the previous paragraphs, S is a minimum semitotal dominating set of G.
Graphs of bounded mim-width
The maximum induced matching width (mim-width for short) is a graph parameter introduced by Vatshelle [53] measuring how easy it is to decompose a graph along vertex cuts inducing a bipartite graph with small maximum induced matching size. The modelling power of mim-width is stronger than that of tree-width and clique-width, in the sense that graphs with bounded clique-width have bounded mimwidth but there exist graph classes (interval graphs and permutation graphs) with mim-width 1 [53] and unbounded clique-width [27] .
Mim-width has important consequences for the so-called (σ, ρ)-domination problems, a subclass of graph problems expressible in MSO 1 introduced by Telle and Proskurowski [52] as follows. Given two finite or co-finite subsets σ and ρ of N and a graph G, a vertex set S ⊆ V (G) is a (σ, ρ)-dominator if the following two conditions hold:
For example, a ({0}, N)-dominator is an independent set, a (N, N + )-dominator is a dominating set and a (N + , N + )-dominator is a total dominating set. An algorithmic problem is a (σ, ρ)-domination problem if the property in question can be described by a (σ, ρ)-dominator.
Combining results in [6, 12] , it is known that the three versions of a (σ, ρ)-domination problem (minimisation, maximisation, existence) can be solved in O(n w ) time, assuming a decomposition tree with mim-width w is provided as part of the input. It should be remarked that deciding the mim-width of a graph is NP-hard in general and not in APX unless NP = ZPP [50] . However, Belmonte and Vatshelle [6] showed that it is possible to find decomposition trees of constant mim-width in polynomial time for the following classes of graphs: permutation graphs, convex graphs and their complements, interval graphs and their complements, (circular k-) trapezoid graphs, circular permutation graphs, Dilworth-k graphs, k-polygon graphs, circular arc graphs and complements of d-degenerate graphs.
Jaffke et al. [33] showed that the distance-r version of a (σ, ρ)-domination problem (i.e. the version obtained by replacing N (v) with N r (v)) can be polynomially reduced to the (σ, ρ)-domination problem. The key ingredient for their reduction is the fact that, for any positive integer r, the mim-width of the graph power G r is at most twice the mim-width of G. Note that SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET is not a distancer (σ, ρ)-domination problem but it is in some sense a combination of a distance-1 (N, N + )-domination problem with a distance-2 (N + , N + )-domination problem. Henning and Pandey [31] asked for the complexity of SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET for the following two subclasses of chordal bipartite graphs: bipartite permutation graphs and convex bipartite graphs. In this section, we answer their question and in fact prove a more general result: SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET can be solved in O(n w ) time, assuming a decomposition tree with mim-width w is provided as part of the input. We use the transformation introduced in Section 4 and show that, for any graph G not isomorphic to tK 1 , the mim-width of G ′ is at most twice that of G. Combined with the results mentioned above, this immediately implies the claimed polynomial-time algorithm.
In order to prove our results, we first properly define the notion of mim-width. A decomposition tree for a graph G is a pair (T, δ), where T is a subcubic tree and δ is a bijection between the vertices of G and the leaves of T . Each edge e ∈ E(T ) naturally splits the leaves of the tree in two groups depending on their component when e is removed. In this way, each edge e ∈ E(T ) also represents a partition of V (G) into two partition classes A e and A e , denoted by (A e , A e ). Denoting by G[X, Y ] the bipartite subgraph of G induced by the edges with one endpoint in X and the other in Y , we define the mim-width of G as follows: Definition 1. Let G be a graph and (T, δ) a decomposition tree for G. For each edge e ∈ E(T ) and the corresponding partition of the vertices (A e , A e ), we denote by cutmim G (A e , A e ) the size of a maximum induced matching in G[A e , A e ]. The mim-width of the decomposition tree (T, δ) is the quantity mimw G (T, δ) = max e∈E(T ) cutmim G (A e , A e ). The mim-width mimw(G) of the graph G is the minimum value of mimw G (T, δ) over all possible decompositions trees (T, δ) for G.
As mentioned above, the mim-width of G 2 is at most twice the mim-width of G. We now show that the same bound holds for the transformed graph G ′ introduced in Section 6:
Proof. We build a decomposition tree (T ′ , δ ′ ) for G ′ by growing a decomposition tree (T, δ) for G as follows. Recall first that
Denoting by x v the image of v ∈ V (G) under δ, we add the vertices x v1 and x v2 to V (T ) and the edges x v x v1 and x v x v2 to E(T ). Repeating this procedure for each leaf x v of T , we clearly obtain a decomposition tree for G ′ . We now show that the resulting (T ′ , δ ′ ) has mim-width at most 2 · mimw G (T, δ). This would conclude the proof.
Consider an edge e ′ of T ′ and the corresponding partition (A e ′ , A e ′ ) such that cutmim G ′ (A e ′ , A e ′ ) attains the maximum over all edges of 
Therefore, by construction, we may assume that e ′ ∈ E(T ). Consider now the cut (B e ′ , B e ′ ) of G obtained by removing e ′ from T . It is easy to see that it can be obtained from (A e ′ , A e ′ ) by replacing each pair of vertices v 1 , v 2 with v. In the following, we simply denote (A e ′ , A e ′ ) and (B e ′ , B e ′ ) by (A, A) and (B, B) , respectively, and we show how to construct an induced matching M in G[B, B] such that |M | ≥ |M ′ |/2. We first claim that there exists a maximum induced matching in
containing the minimum number m ′ of such edges. Suppose to the contrary that m ′ > 0. Let u 2 v 2 be an edge as above and consider 
We begin the construction of M by adding all edges uv ∈ E(G) such that u 2 v 2 ∈ M ′ . Note that, since M ′ is induced, u 1 and v 1 are not matched in M ′ . Let now N ′ ⊆ M ′ be the subset containing edges of the form u 1 v 2 , with u 1 ∈ V 1 and v 2 ∈ V 2 . Note that, for each The following result was obtained by rephrasing earlier results in [6, 12] :
Theorem 11 (Jaffke et al. [33]). There is an algorithm that, given a graph G and a decomposition tree
Combining Theorem 10 and the algorithm above, we can immediately obtain a polynomial-time algorithm for SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET:
Theorem 12. There is an algorithm that, given a graph G and a decomposition tree
Proof. Let G be the input graph and (T, δ) the given decomposition tree with w = mimw G (T, δ). Clearly, we may assume that G is not isomorphic to tK 1 . The algorithm proceeds as follows. We first compute the graph G ′ and the decomposition tree (T ′ , δ ′ ) of G ′ as in Theorem 10. We then run the algorithm given by Theorem 11 to solve TOTAL DOMINATING SET in G ′ with decomposition tree (T ′ , δ ′ ) and apply Lemma 9 in order to find a minimum semitotal dominating set of G from a minimum total dominating set of G ′ . Correctness is guaranteed by Lemma 9 and Theorem 10. As for the running time, computing G ′ and (T ′ , δ ′ ) from G and (T, δ) can be done in O(n 3 ) time. Moreover, by the proof of Theorem 10, mimw G ′ (T ′ , δ ′ ) ≤ 2w and so, by Theorem 11, the second step can be executed in O(n 4+6w ) time.
Dually chordal graphs
In this section we show that the class of dually chordal graphs is closed under the transformation introduced in Section 4. In view of Lemma 9, in order to provide a polynomial-time algorithm for SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET restricted to dually chordal graphs, it would then be enough to apply a polynomial-time algorithm for TOTAL DOMINATING SET restricted to that class. Kratsch and Stewart [40] claimed such an algorithm by a reduction to DOMINATING SET. Their reasoning is based on the fact that if G is dually chordal, then the lexicographic product G[2K 1 ] is dually chordal as well. However, P 3 is dually chordal but P 3 [2K 1 ] is not and so it remains an open problem to determine whether TOTAL DOMINATING SET and SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET are polynomial-time solvable for dually chordal graphs. Note that dually chordal graphs do not have bounded mim-width. In fact, Mengel [45] showed that the classes of strongly chordal split graphs, co-comparability graphs and circle graphs do not have bounded mim-width: there exist infinite subfamilies of such graph classes having mim-width bounded from below linearly in the number of vertices. Before embarking on the task above, we recall some definitions.
Definition 2 (Brandstädt et al. [10]).
A graph G is dually chordal if there exists a spanning tree T of G such that any disk of G induces a subtree in T .
Observe that every graph with a dominating vertex is dually chordal and so the class of dually chordal graphs is not hereditary and it is not a subclass of perfect graphs. Moreover, the previous observation readily implies that many NP-hard graph problems remain NP-hard for dually chordal graphs: for example VERTEX COVER, COLOURING, k-COLOURING for each k ≥ 4 (however, 3-COLOURING is in P [42] ), CLIQUE and CLIQUE COVER. On the other hand, some variants of DOMINATING SET become polynomial-time solvable when restricted to this class [9, 11] .
Dually chordal graphs have been introduced as a generalisation of strongly chordal graphs. In order to define this graph class, we need the following notion. For n ≥ 3, the n-sun S n is the graph on 2n vertices whose vertex set can be partitioned into an independent set W = {w 1 , . . . , w n } and a clique U = {u 1 , . . . , u n } and such that, for each i and j, w i is adjacent to u j if and only if i = j or i ≡ j + 1 (mod n).
Definition 3 (Farber [22]).
A graph is strongly chordal if it is chordal and sun-free, i.e. S n -free for each n ≥ 3.
It turns out that strongly chordal graphs are exactly the hereditary dually chordal graphs:
Theorem 13 (Brandstädt et al. [10]). A graph G is strongly chordal if and only if every induced subgraph of G is dually chordal.
Henning and Pandey [31] showed that SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET can be solved in O(n 2 ) time for interval graphs and asked for the complexity of the problem restricted to strongly chordal graphs. We observe that forbidding only a finite number of induced suns does not make the problem easy:
For the proof of Theorem 14, we use the following construction introduced in [2] . Given a graph G, let Q(G) be the graph with vertex set V (G) ∪ E(G) and edge set
Clearly, Q(G) is a connected split graph and each vertex in the independent set E(G) has degree 2. Moreover, the following holds (see, e.g., [43] ):
Lemma 15. For every graph G, we have γ(Q(G)) = β(G).
Note that Lemma 15 is stated in [43] with the additional assumption of G being connected, but it is easy to see it holds for any graph G.
Lemma 16 (Folklore). For every connected split graph G with no dominating vertex, we have γ(G)
Proof. Clearly, it is enough to show that γ t (G) ≤ γ(G). Let V (G) = C ∪I be a partition of the vertices of G into a clique C and an independent set I. Note that there exists a minimum dominating set of G contained in C. Indeed, if a minimum dominating set D of G contains u ∈ I, then no neighbour of u belongs to D and so, denoting by v one such vertex, we have that (D \ {u}) ∪ {v} is a minimum dominating set containing less vertices of I. Since G has no dominating vertex, every dominating set contained in C is a total dominating set and so γ t (G) ≤ γ(G).
We can finally prove Theorem 14:
Proof of Theorem 14. We reduce from VERTEX COVER restricted to (C 3 , . . . , C k )-free graphs, which is known to be NP-complete (see, e.g., [2] ). Note that the problem remains NP-hard even if the instances do not contain dominating vertices, as can be easily seen by taking a 2-subdivision.
Given now an instance G of this problem, we construct the split graph Q(G) introduced above. Suppose that Q(G) contains an induced S i , for some i ≤ k, and let V (S i ) = W ∪ U be a partition as in the definition of i-sun. Since the vertices of Q(G) can be partitioned into a clique V (G) and an independent set E(G), we have that U ⊆ V (G) and W ⊆ E(G). Therefore, the vertices corresponding to U form a cycle in G (not necessarily induced) of length i, a contradiction.
Since G has no dominating vertex, Q(G) has no dominating vertex either. Moreover, since Q(G) is connected, Lemmas 15 and 16 imply γ t2 (Q(G)) = γ(Q(G)) = β(G) and the conclusion follows.
It is easy to see that the proof of Theorem 14 can be adapted to show the following: Theorem 17. For any k ≥ 3, DOMINATING SET and TOTAL DOMINATING SET are NP-complete for (S 3 , . . . , S k )-free split graphs.
We now come back to dually chordal graphs and finally show that this class is closed under the transformation introduced in Section 4. In order to do so, we first observe that to check the spanning tree property in Definition 2, it is enough to consider the closed neighbourhoods. For ease of exposition, we use the following terminology: a compatible tree for a graph G is a spanning tree T of G such that N G [z] induces a subtree in T , for any z ∈ V (G).
Lemma 18. A graph G is dually chordal if and only if there exists a compatible tree for G.
Proof. We only show that if there exists a compatible tree for G then G is dually chordal, as the other implication is trivial. Therefore, suppose there exists a spanning tree T of G such that N G [z] induces a subtree in T , for any z ∈ V (G). Let z be a fixed arbitrary vertex of G. We claim that, for any r ≥ 1, N r G [z] induces a subtree in T and proceed by induction on r, the case r = 1 being true by assumption.
Suppose now that N 
Theorem 19. If G is a dually chordal graph, then the transformed graph
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a dually chordal graph and G ′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) the transformed graph. Since G is dually chordal, there exists a spanning tree T of G such that any disk of G induces a subtree in T . Moreover, for any
and so T is a compatible tree for G 2 . We now construct from T a spanning tree T ′ of G ′ as follows. For any v ∈ V , v 1 v 2 ∈ E(T ′ ) and for any u and v in V , u 2 v 2 ∈ E(T ′ ) if and only if uv ∈ E(T ).
We claim that T ′ is a compatible tree for
By Lemma 18, this would conclude the proof. Suppose first that i = 1.
Complexity dichotomies in monogenic classes
Recall that a class of graphs G is monogenic if it is defined by a single forbidden induced subgraph, i.e. G = Free(H), for some graph H. We say that a (decision) graph problem admits a dichotomy in monogenic classes if, for each monogenic class, the problem is either NP-complete or decidable in polynomial time. Korobitsin [37] showed that DOMINATING SET is decidable in polynomial time if H is an induced subgraph of P 4 + tK 1 , for t ≥ 0, and NP-complete otherwise. Dichotomies for other problems have been provided in [1, 26, 34, 38] . In this section, combining results of Section 3 with existing ones, we obtain complexity dichotomies for SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET and the closely related TOTAL DOMINATING SET. Observe first that the proof of Theorem 3 and the fact that DOMINATING SET is NP-complete for subcubic graphs [23] immediately imply the following: We have seen in Section 2 that if a graph property is expressible in MSO 1 , then it is decidable in polynomial time for graphs of bounded clique-width. We now show that being a dominating set, a total dominating set or a semitotal dominating set are examples of such a property: Lemma 22 (Folklore). Being a dominating set, a total dominating set or a semitotal dominating set are all expressible in MSO 1 .
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. The following MSO 1 sentence says that D ⊆ V is a dominating set:
The following MSO 1 sentence says that D ⊆ V is a total dominating set:
Finally, the following MSO 1 sentence says that D ⊆ V is a semitotal dominating set:
We can finally prove the complexity dichotomy for SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET:
Theorem 23. SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET restricted to H-free graphs is decidable in polynomial time if H
is an induced subgraph of P 4 + tK 1 and NP-complete otherwise.
Proof. If H contains an induced cycle C k , then the problem is NP-complete by Corollary 21. Moreover, if H is a forest with a vertex of degree at least 3, then H contains an induced claw and the problem is NP-complete by Theorem 3.
Finally, suppose H is the disjoint union of paths. If H contains at least two paths on at least 2 vertices, then H contains 2K 2 and the problem is NP-complete since it is NP-complete when restricted to split graphs [31] (see also Theorem 14) . The same conclusion holds if H contains a path on at least 5 vertices. It remains to consider the case of H being of the form P k + tK 1 , for some k ≤ 4 and t ≥ 0. Therefore, let G be such a P k + tK 1 -free graph. If G is in addition P k -free, then it has bounded clique-width and the problem is decidable in polynomial time (Lemma 22). On the other hand, if G contains an induced copy G ′ of P k , then there are at most t − 1 pairwise non-adjacent vertices of G none of which is adjacent to a vertex of G ′ . Denoting this set by S, we have that V (G ′ ) ∪ S is a dominating set of size at most t + 3. Moreover, denoting by γ(G) the domination number of G, it is easy to see that γ t2 (G) ≤ 2γ(G) and so γ t2 (G) ≤ 2t + 6. Therefore, it suffices to check all the subsets of V (G) of size at most 2t + 6, and this can be clearly done in polynomial time.
We now consider TOTAL DOMINATING SET and show that it remains NP-hard for graphs with arbitrarily large girth: Lemma 24. Let G be a graph and uv ∈ E(G). If G ′ is the graph obtained from G by replacing the edge uv with a path of length 5, then γ t (G ′ ) = γ t (G) + 2. In particular, for any k ≥ 3, TOTAL DOMINATING SET is NP-complete for (C 3 , . . . , C k )-free graphs.
Proof. Let uw 1 w 2 w 3 w 4 v be the path of length 5 in G ′ resulting from the subdivision of uv. Suppose first that D is a minimum TD-set of G. We build a TD-set of G ′ as follows. If {u, v} ⊆ D, it is easy to see that
If exactly one of u and v belongs to D, say without loss 
If exactly one of w 1 and w 4 belongs to D ′ , say without loss of generality
The second statement immediately follows by applying a 4-subdivision to an instance of TOTAL DOMI-NATING SET sufficiently many times.
Using the fact that TOTAL DOMINATING SET is NP-complete for graphs with arbitrarily large girth (Lemma 24), for split graphs [41] (see also Theorem 17) and for claw-free graphs [44] , the reasonings in the proof of Theorem 23 immediately imply the following dichotomy:
Theorem 25. TOTAL DOMINATING SET restricted to H-free graphs is decidable in polynomial time if H is an induced subgraph of P 4 + tK 1 and NP-complete otherwise.
Comparing Theorems 23 and 25 and results in [37, 47] , it can be observed that the complexities of DOMINATING SET, SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET, TOTAL DOMINATING SET and CONNECTED DOMINATING SET all agree when restricted to monogenic classes. Therefore, differences in the complexities of these problems restricted to hereditary classes might arise only when forbidding more than one induced subgraph. For example, TOTAL DOMINATING SET is in P for chordal bipartite graphs [20] , whereas SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET is NP-hard for this class [31] . Henning and Pandey [31] provided an example of a graph class for which SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET is in P but TOTAL DOMINATING SET is NP-hard. However, their example is not hereditary and so it is natural to ask: Question 26. Does there exist a hereditary class for which SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET is in P but TOTAL DOMINATING SET is NP-hard?
Moreover, looking at Table 1 , it is tempting to ask: Question 27. If DOMINATING SET is in P for a hereditary class C, is it true that SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET is in P for C as well?
Perfectness
Since γ(G) ≤ γ t2 (G) ≤ γ t (G), for any graph G with no isolated vertex, it is natural to ask for which graphs equalities hold. In this section, we show that the graphs attaining either of the two equalities are unlikely to have a polynomial characterisation. Indeed, for a given graph G, we show that it is NP-hard to decide whether γ t2 (G) = γ t (G), even if G is planar and with maximum degree at most 4. Our reduction is based on the following problem, shown to be NP-complete by Dahlhaus et al. [19] .
PLANAR EXACTLY 3-BOUNDED 3-SAT

Instance:
A formula Φ with variable set X and clause set C such that each variable has exactly three literals with one of them occuring in two clauses and the other in one, and each clause is the disjunction of either two or three literals. Moreover, the bipartite graph G X,C with vertex set X ∪C and an edge between x ∈ X and c ∈ C if c contains one of the literals x and x is planar. Question: Is Φ satisfiable?
Theorem 28. For a given planar graph G with maximum degree at most 4, it is NP-hard to decide whether γ t2 (G) = γ t (G).
Proof. As mentioned above, we reduce from PLANAR EXACTLY 3-BOUNDED 3-SAT. Given a formula Φ with variable set X and clause set C, we build a graph G as follows. For any variable x ∈ X, we introduce a triangle G x with two distinguished literal vertices x and x. For any clause c ∈ C, we introduce a copy of K 2 , denoted by G c , with a distinguished clause vertex c. Finally, for each clause c ∈ C, we add an edge between the clause vertex c and the literal vertices whose corresponding literals belong to c. Clearly, G is planar and has maximum degree at most 4. We claim that Φ is satisfiable if and only if γ t2 (G) = γ t (G).
Observe first that γ t2 (G) = |X| + |C|. Indeed, let D be a dominating set of G. For each x ∈ X, we have that |D ∩ V (G x )| ≥ 1 and, for each c ∈ C, |D ∩ V (G c )| ≥ 1. Therefore, γ t2 (G) ≥ |X| + |C|. Moreover, the set consisting of all clause vertices together with an arbitrary vertex for each variable gadget is a semitotal dominating set of G of size |X| + |C|.
Suppose now that Φ is satisfiable. Given a satisfying truth assignment of Φ, we build a total dominating set T of G of size |X| + |C| as follows. For any variable x ∈ X, we add to T either the literal vertex x, if x evaluates to true, or the literal vertex x, otherwise. Moreover, for any clause c ∈ C, we add the clause vertex c to T . Clearly, |T | = |X| + |C| and T is a dominating set of G. Since each clause vertex belongs to T , we have that every literal vertex in T has a neighbour in T . Moreover, since each clause vertex is adjacent to a literal vertex whose corresponding literal evaluates to true, we have that T is indeed a total dominating set of G.
Conversely, suppose that γ t2 (G) = γ t (G) and let T be a total dominating set of G such that |T | = γ t (G). By assumption, |T | = |X| + |C|. This implies that, for each c ∈ C, T ∩ V (G c ) = {c} and, for each x ∈ X, either T ∩ V (G x ) = {x} or T ∩ V (G x ) = {x}. Therefore, we define a truth assignment of Φ as follows: we set x to true if T ∩ V (G x ) = {x}, and to false if T ∩ V (G x ) = {x}. Since each clause vertex belongs to T and is adjacent to a literal vertex which belongs to T as well, we have that this truth assignment indeed satisfies Φ.
Alvarado et al. [4] showed that, for a given graph G, it is NP-hard to decide whether γ(G) = γ t (G). As implicitly observed in the proof of Theorem 28, the graph G therein satisfies γ(G) = |X| + |C| and so we immediately obtain the following strengthening of their result:
Corollary 29. For a given planar graph G with maximum degree at most 4, it is NP-hard to decide whether γ(G) = γ t (G).
We now show that, similarly to Theorem 28 and Corollary 29, recognising the graphs G such that
Theorem 30. For a given planar graph G with maximum degree at most 4, it is NP-hard to decide whether γ(G) = γ t2 (G).
Proof. We reduce again from PLANAR EXACTLY 3-BOUNDED 3-SAT. Given a formula Φ with variable set X and clause set C, we build a graph G as follows. For any variable x ∈ X, we introduce the gadget G x depicted in Figure 8 . It contains two distinguished literal vertices x and x. Moreover, if x ∈ X has one negated and two unnegated occurences in Φ, then the literal vertex x ∈ V (G x ) is adjacent to the literal transmitter x 1 of x, whereas the literal vertex x ∈ V (G x ) is adjacent to the two literal transmitters x 1 and x 2 of x. We proceed, mutatis mutandis, if x ∈ X has one unnegated and two negated occurences in Φ. Then, for any clause c ∈ C, we introduce a copy of K 2 , denoted by G c , with a distinguished clause vertex c. Finally, for each clause c ∈ C, we add an edge between the clause vertex c and the literal transmitters whose corresponding literals belong to c. Clearly, G is planar and has maximum degree at most 4. We claim that Φ is satisfiable if and only if γ(G) = γ t2 (G).
We first show that γ(G) = 2|X| + |C|. Indeed, let D be a dominating set of G. For each x ∈ X, we have that |D ∩ V (G x )| ≥ 2 and, for each c ∈ C, |D ∩ V (G x )| ≥ 1. Therefore, γ(G) ≥ 2|X| + |C|. Moreover, it is easy to see that {c : c ∈ C} ∪ {t x : x ∈ X} ∪ {x : x ∈ X} is a dominating set of G of size 2|X| + |C|.
Suppose now that Φ is satisfiable. Given a satisfying truth assignment of Φ, we build a semitotal dominating set S of G of size 2|X| + |C| as follows. For any variable x ∈ X, we add to S the vertex t x and either the literal vertex x, if x evaluates to true, or the literal vertex x, otherwise. Moreover, for any clause c ∈ C, we add the clause vertex c to S. Clearly, |S| = 2|X| + |C| and S is a dominating set of G. Note that each vertex in S ∩ V (G x ) is within distance 2 of another vertex in S ∩ V (G x ) and each clause vertex is within distance 2 of a literal vertex in S whose corresponding literal evaluates to true. Therefore, S is indeed a semitotal dominating set of G.
Conversely, suppose that γ(G) = γ t2 (G) and let S be a semitotal dominating set of G such that |S| = γ t2 (G). By assumption, |S| = 2|X| + |C|. Since S is a dominating set of G and |S| = 2|X| + |C|, we have that |S ∩ V (G x )| = 2, for each x ∈ X, and |D ∩ V (G x )| = 1, for each c ∈ C. We now claim that S ∩ V (G c ) = {c}, for each c ∈ C. Indeed, if this is not the case, S contains the neighbour of c in G c and a literal transmitter in some variable gadget G x . But then it is easy to see that |S ∩ V (G x )| ≥ 3, a contradiction. Moreover, t x ∈ S, for each x ∈ X, for otherwise its 1-neighbour belongs to S as well as one of its 2-neighbours, thus implying that |S ∩ V (G x )| ≥ 3, a contradiction. Finally, since for each x ∈ X, t x ∈ S and |S ∩V (G x )| = 2, we have that either S ∩V (G x ) = {t x , x} or S ∩V (G x ) = {t x , x}. Therefore, we define a truth assignment of Φ as follows: we set x to true if x ∈ S ∩ V (G x ), and to false if x ∈ S ∩ V (G x ).
Since each clause vertex belongs to S and is within distance 2 of a literal vertex which belongs to S, we have that the truth assignment defined above indeed satisfies Φ.
In view of Theorems 28 and 30, it makes sense to study the class of graphs obtained by further requiring equality for every induced subgraph. The most prominent example in this respect is given by the class of perfect graphs 1 : Chudnovsky et al. [15] showed that a graph is perfect if and only if it does not contain any odd hole nor odd antihole. Graphs for which the equality between certain domination parameters holds for every induced subgraph received considerable attention. For example, Zverovich [55] showed that a graph has equal domination number and connected domination number, for each of its connected induced subgraphs, if and only if it is (P 5 , C 5 )-free. Camby and Plein [13] provided a forbidden induced subgraph characterisation for the graphs having equal domination number and independent domination number for every induced subgraph. Characterisations involving other domination parameters have been obtained in [4, 28, 51] .
In the rest of this section, we provide forbidden induced subgraph characterisations for the graphs heriditarily satisfying γ t2 = γ t and γ = γ t2 . These characterisations have been independently obtained by Haynes and Henning [28] . However, our proofs have the nice feature of being considerably shorter.
Theorem 31. For every graph G, the following are equivalent:
• For any induced subgraph H of G with no isolated vertex, γ t2 (H) = γ t (H).
• G is (C 5 , P 5 )-free.
Proof. If the equality holds for any induced subgraph of G with no isolated vertex, it is clear that G is (C 5 , P 5 )-free as γ t (C 5 ) = γ t (P 5 ) = 3 and γ t2 (C 5 ) = γ t2 (P 5 ) = 2.
Conversely, given an induced subgraph H with no isolated vertex of a (C 5 , P 5 )-free graph G, we show that there exists a minimum semitotal dominating set of H which is a total dominating set of H. This would imply that γ t (H) ≤ γ t2 (H) and thus conclude the proof. We say that a vertex v in a semitotal dominating set of H is bad if v has no witness at distance 1 (in other words, every witness for v is at distance exactly 2). Suppose, to the contrary, that no minimum semitotal dominating set of H is a total dominating set of H and let S be a minimum semitotal dominating set of H having the minimum number of bad vertices.
Consider a bad vertex v ∈ S and let w be a witness for v with respect to S (by assumption, d H (v, w) = 2). We now show that v and w have incomparable neighbourhoods. Indeed, if N H (w) ⊆ N H (v) then, since N H (v) ∩ S = ∅, the only vertex of H witnessed by w is v. Therefore, denoting by u an arbitrary neighbour of w, we have that (S \ {w}) ∪ {u} is a semitotal dominating set of H with fewer bad vertices than S, a contradiction. Hence, N H (w) N H (v). Similarly, it is easy to see that N H (v) N H (w).
As shown in the previous paragraph, v and w have incomparable neighbourhoods. Consider now a vertex y ∈ N H (v) ∩ N H (w). We have that either
) is complete to y, then (S \ {v}) ∪ {y} (or (S \ {w}) ∪ {y}) is a semitotal dominating set of H with fewer bad vertices than S, a contradiction.
We now turn to the graphs hereditarily satisfying γ = γ t2 . Note that if G has no isolated vertex and contains a dominating vertex, then γ(G) = 1 but γ t2 (G) = 2. Therefore, it makes sense to modify the definition of γ t2 as follows:
The graph P depicted in Figure 9 appears in the characterisation. • G is (C 6 , P 6 , P )-free.
Proof. If the equality holds for any induced subgraph of G with no isolated vertex, then it is clear that G is (C 6 , P 6 , P )-free as γ(C 6 ) = γ(P 6 ) = γ(P ) = 2 and γ t2 (C 6 ) = γ t2 (P 6 ) = γ t2 (P ) = 3.
Conversely, given an induced subgraph H with no isolated vertex of a (C 6 , P 6 , P )-free graph G, we show that there exists a minimum dominating set of H which is also a semitotal dominating set of H. This would imply that γ t2 (H) ≤ γ(H) and thus conclude the proof. Clearly, we may assume that H has no dominating vertex. A vertex in a dominating set of H is said to be bad if it has no witness. Suppose, to the contrary, that no minimum dominating set of H is a semitotal dominating set of H and let S be a minimum dominating set of H having the minimum number of bad vertices. Note that |S| > 1, as H has no dominating vertex. We now show that we can construct from S a minimum dominating set with fewer bad vertices, thus contradicting the minimality of S and concluding the proof.
Consider a bad vertex v ∈ S. If d H (v) = 1 then, denoting by u the only neighbour of v in H, the minimum dominating set S ′ = (S \ {v}) ∪ {u} has fewer bad vertices. Indeed, since H has no dominating vertex, every neighbour of u different from v is dominated by a vertex in S and so u has a witness in S ′ . Assume henceforth that d H (v) > 1 and consider a vertex u ∈ S at minimum distance from v. We denote by P a shortest path from v to u. Since v is bad, N H (v) ∩ N H (u) = ∅, i.e. d H (v, u) > 2. We now claim that d H (v, u) = 3. Suppose, to the contrary, that d H (v, u) > 3. Since no vertex of P − {v, u} belongs to S, denoting by w the vertex on P at distance 2 from v, there exists a ∈ S ∩ N H (w) dominating w. But then d H (v, a) ≤ 3, which contradicts the definition of u.
Therefore d H (v, u) = 3. Moreover d H (u) > 1, for otherwise, denoting by w the only neighbour of u in H, the minimum dominating set (S \ {u}) ∪ {w} has fewer bad vertices than S. Let now z and y be the neighbours of v and u on P , respectively. We distinguish two cases according to whether or not there exists a neighbour of v non-adjacent to both z and y. Case 1. There exists x ∈ N H (v) non-adjacent to both z and y. Observe first that there exists t ∈ N H (u) non-adjacent to y. Indeed, d H (u) > 1, and if every neighbour of u is adjacent to y, then the minimum dominating set (S \ {u}) ∪ {y} of H has fewer bad vertices than S, as y is a witness for v and for all the vertices previously witnessed by u, a contradiction. Observe now that t is adjacent to both z and x, for otherwise {x, v, z, y, u, t} induces either a P 6 , a C 6 or a P . Moreover, there exists w ∈ N H (u) ∪ N H (v) non-adjacent to both z and t. Indeed, if every w ∈ N H (u) ∪ N H (v) is adjacent to either z or t, then the minimum dominating set (S \ {u, v}) ∪ {z, t} of H contains fewer bad vertices than S. The following two observations follow from the fact that H is (C 6 , P 6 , P )-free.
w is adjacent to both x and y.
By symmetry, we may assume that w is a neighbour of v. But then w is adjacent to y, for otherwise {t, u, y, z, v, w} induces a P , and so w is adjacent to x as well, or else {w, v, x, t, u, y} induces a C 6 . ⋄ Each vertex in (N H (u) ∪ N H (v)) \ {x, y} is adjacent to either x or y.
Suppose, to the contrary, that there exists a ∈ (N H (u) ∪ N H (v)) \ {x, y} adjacent to neither x nor y. By symmetry, we may assume that a is a neighbour of u. But then a is adjacent to z, for otherwise {a, u, y, z, v, x} induces a P 6 , and so {a, u, y, z, v, x} induces a P , a contradiction. ⋄ By (1), x and y are at distance two. It then follows from (2) that (S \ {u, v}) ∪ {x, y} is a minimum dominating set of H with fewer bad vertices than S, a contradiction. Case 2. Every vertex in N H (v) is adjacent to either z or y. If every neighbour of u is adjacent to either z or y, then the minimum dominating set (S \ {u, v}) ∪ {z, y} contains fewer bad vertices than S, a contradiction. Therefore, there exists t ∈ N H (u) non-adjacent to both z and y and we proceed as in the previous case. We have that there exists x ∈ N H (v) non-adjacent to z, for otherwise the minimum dominating set (S \ {v}) ∪ {z} of H has fewer bad vertices than S. Therefore x is adjacent to y and, since H is P -free, also to t. Moreover, there exists w ∈ N H (u) ∪ N H (v) non-adjacent to both x and y, for otherwise the minimum dominating set (S \ {u, v}) ∪ {x, y} of H contains fewer bad vertices than S. But then as in (1) and (2), we have that w is adjacent to both t and z, and that each vertex in (N H (u) ∪ N H (v)) \ {t, z} is adjacent to either t or z. Therefore, (S \ {u, v}) ∪ {t, z} is a minimum dominating set of H with fewer bad vertices, a contradiction.
Concluding remarks and open problems
In this paper, we continued the systematic study on SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET initiated in [31] . In particular, we showed that there exists a O(n 4+6w ) time algorithm for graphs with bounded mim-width, assuming a decomposition tree with mim-width w is provided as part of the input. The idea consists in reducing the problem to TOTAL DOMINATING SET via a graph transformation preserving this graph class and then use known algorithms for TOTAL DOMINATING SET. We remark that there certainly is room for improvement in the O(n 4+6w ) running time for specific graph classes with bounded mim-width. We also observed that the class of dually chordal graphs is closed under the same transformation and so a polynomial-time algorithm for TOTAL DOMINATING SET for dually chordal graphs would provide a polynomial-time algorithm for SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET for that same class. The search for such an algorithm seems to be an interesting open problem.
In Table 1 and Figure 1 , we highlighted other graph classes for which the status of SEMITOTAL DOMI-NATING SET is unknown. Most notably, AT-free graphs and its subclass of co-comparability graphs, circle graphs and tolerance graphs. The former three classes all have unbounded mim-width and it is an open problem to determine whether the mim-width of tolerance graphs is bounded or not [45] . It is easy to see that the class of AT-free graphs is not closed under our transformation but it is not immediately clear whether the same holds for the other three classes.
In Section 3, we showed that SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET is APX-complete when restricted to cubic graphs and to subcubic bipartite graphs. It is natural to expect that the same holds for cubic bipartite graphs and we leave the verification as an open problem.
In Section 7, we obtained complexity dichotomies in monogenic classes for SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET and TOTAL DOMINATING SET and observed that the complexities of DOMINATING SET, SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET, TOTAL DOMINATING SET and CONNECTED DOMINATING SET all agree when restricted to monogenic classes. Moreover, we asked the following: if DOMINATING SET is in P for a hereditary class C, is it true that SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET is in P for C as well? In case of a negative answer, it would be interesting to investigate the following: if DOMINATING SET is polynomial for a class C, can we improve on the trivial 2-approximation algorithm for SEMITOTAL DOMINATING SET restricted to C?
In Section 8, we showed that it is NP-complete to recognise the graphs such that γ t2 (G) = γ t (G) and those such that γ(G) = γ t2 (G), even if restricted to be planar and with maximum degree at most 4. We conclude by asking what happens in the case of subcubic graphs.
